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Jobs For Immigrants Vol 2
Talk to educated immigrants ... finding time to volunteer can be very challenging when one must provide for a family. "Many people I know have to work more than one job to make ends meet," he ...
Educated immigrants stuck in survival jobs
Guests: Jason Chaffetz, Charlie Hurt, Joe Concha, Leo Terrell, Joey Jones, Emily Compagno, Sean Duffy, Matt Schlapp, Ken Paxton, Reince Priebus, Kim Klacik, Brandon Tatum ...
Democrats push for more federal benefits for illegal immigrants
In their last year of medical school, fourth-year students get matched to a hospital where they will serve their residency. The annual rite of passage is called the National Resident Matching Program.
Groups Helping Med Students Tied to Anti-Immigrant Outfit
In his first address to a joint session of Congress, President Joe Biden got some facts wrong and stretched others, mainly repeated claims.
Fact check: Biden's speech to Congress included claims on economy, immigration, 1994 assault weapons ban
Policy expert Shannon Meade explains the Association’s immigration reform policies, and it’s importance to the workforce.
The restaurant industry needs legal immigrants
Nebraska continues to grow steadily as it nears 2 million residents, according to 2020 census figures released last week.
OTHER VOICES: Businesses, census show immigration vital for state
In their last year of medical school, fourth-year students get matched to a hospital where they will serve their residency.
Two unmatched-doctor advocacy groups are tied to anti-immigrant organizations
Immigrants are America's job creators. The Dream Act alone could create 1.4 million jobs and add $329 billion to the economy.
Op-Ed: Want to expand the economy and add jobs? Increase immigration
Sotero Cirilo sleeps in a small blue tent under a train track bridge in Elmhurst, Queens. The 55-year-old immigrant from Mexico used to make $800 per week at two Manhattan ...
Some immigrants, hard hit by economic fallout, lose homes
Chapter One: A Nation of (Too Many) Immigrants ... volume of immigration has played an important."spoiler" role in efforts to reach at least four of America's goals: (1) a middle-class society; (2 ...
The Case Against Immigration
Even amidst COVID-19 turbulence, immigrants are 40% more likely to start a business and are more optimistic about hiring new employees than others, according to new survey data published by SCORE, the ...
Immigrant Entrepreneurs 40 Percent More Likely to Start Small Businesses
On May 2, he reunited with his family and held ... Jornaleras’ alternate working temporary construction jobs and informing immigrants about their rights. Almudena Toral Valentan says that ...
‘Welcome to Donald Trump's USA’: Immigrants take to the streets to defend their rights
Volume Two documents their efforts and their voices. One of the most extraordinary moments in American constitutional history occurred on December 4, 1865. On this, the opening day of the Thirty ...
Framing and Ratifying the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments: "The Reconstruction Amendments: Essential Documents," Vol. 2
Dr. Vickers said he and his organization have been seeing a flood of immigrants since the middle ... have them transported to a hospital. Border volunteer members used to do their patrols along ...
Texas Border Volunteer group trying to stop human smuggling by locating undocumented immigrants and alerting the Border Patrol
Running towards the things most run away from, volunteer firefighters were one of the first on the lines facing the COVID-19 pandemic. In El Paso, about 200 ...
El Paso volunteer firefighters on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic
Clinton got about 2.5 million more votes than Trump, and on Election Day, more than 6 in 10 voters told exit pollsters that Trump lacked the temperament for the job of President. But the strategy ...
Person of the Year
"In 1912, when immigrants in Lawrence, Massachusetts, walked off their mail jobs seeking better pay ... Harpold’s work in the two projects was funded at about $1.2 million combined. One project will ...
College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
Early on in the film, the conman gives one of the immigrants, Xiao Lei (Fu Jing), a job in a cyber cafe and ... arrived in 2014 as a volunteer in an overseas program with the Confucius Institute ...
‘Emptiness’ brings another language to Chicago Latino Film Festival
A Liberian immigrant who moved to Minnesota at ... was primarily creating low-wage jobs. Elliott lost by less than 2% of the vote in 2014. He ran again in 2018, defeating Willson 55 to 45%.
Brooklyn Center Mayor Mike Elliott faces biggest test yet
“The climate crisis touches virtually every part of our lived experience, whether it’s our health, or our jobs and the economy ... s proposed $2.65 trillion infrastructure package, intended ...
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